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CONGR ATULATIONS
TO HER MAJESTY
he Master, Wardens, Officers and
Liverymen of the Worshipful
Company of Fruiterers join in
extending
their
sincere
congratulations, good wishes and thanks
to Her Majesty The Queen on the very
happy occasion of her Diamond Jubilee.
The Diamond Jubilee takes place in
2012, marking 60 years of The Queen’s
reign.
HM Queen Elizabeth II came to the
throne on 6th February 1952
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with her Coronation taking place on the
second June 1953. Buckingham Palace is
responsible for coordinating the events of
the Diamond Jubilee central weekend
(2nd-5th June 2012), as well as for
organising The Queen’s programme in
her Diamond Jubilee year.
The Queen is Head of State in the
United Kingdom. As a constitutional
monarch, Her Majesty does not ‘rule’ the
country, but fulfils important ceremonial
and formal roles
with respect to
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Government. She is also Fount of Justice,
Head of the Armed Forces and has
important
relationships
with
the
established Churches of England and
Scotland.
As Head of State, Her Majesty
undertakes
constitutional
and
representational duties which have
developed over one thousand years of
history. In addition to these State duties,
The Monarch has a less formal role as
‘Head of Nation’. The Sovereign acts as a
focus for national identity, unity and pride,
gives a sense of stability and continuity;
officially recognises success and
excellence; and supports the idea
of voluntary service. In all of
these roles the Sovereign
is supported by
members of her
immediate
family.

FRUITERERS INSTAL THEIR
FIRST LADY MASTER
friend and neighbour. He also had the pleasant task of thanking
Lesley before presenting her with a bouquet.
Performing his final acts as Master he gowned Jane
Anderson, our new and first lady Master, and presented her with
the instruments of office and then in turn received his Past
Master’s badge from her.

The Altar of St. Mary Abchurch

here is always something very reassuring about
St. Paul’s Day. Apart from the endorsement of
the Company’s association with the City and their
Patron Saint there is a spiritual uplifting as
continuity is maintained and succession is
highlighted. It is a good natured family affair
packed with warm sentiments
and genuine sincerity. It is a
time to say both thank you
and good luck.
We were very fortunate to
have the Very Reverend Robert
Willis, Dean of Canterbury,
delivering the sermon. The
music as always was a delight
and the Fruiterers and the
congregation sang with great
gusto. We have to thank
Father Warner and the
Churchwardens for allowing
us to hold the service in St.
Mary Abchurch.
Our popular and competent
Master, Sandys Dawes, who
The Master’s Valediction
concluded his successful year
by leading the procession and subsequently presiding at the
Innholders’ Hall, gave a heart warming valediction. His
achievements and accomplishments were underlined in an
amusing speech given by Past Master Henry Bryant, a close
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The Fruiterers’ new Master is presented to the Livery

And so it was; a notable punctuation mark in the Fruiterers’
history! We thanked and wished Sandys well and launched Jane
into her year with promises of warm support and tributes of
luck.
There were three very, very proud individuals in the assembly.
Jane’s father and mother, (Past Master & Mary Sykes) and
husband Nick Anderson.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Outgoing wishes incoming success
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Thu 17 May

Audit Court Dinner

Saddlers’ Hall

Thu 31 May

Royal Bath & West Show Shepton Mallet

Thu 14 June

Wilkin & Sons Ltd

Tiptree, Essex

Sat 23 June

Celebrate the City

Guildhall

Mon 25 June

Election of Sheriffs

Guildhall

Fri 13 –
Sun 15 Jul

Cherry & Soft Fruit Show Detling

Tues 17 Jul

Summer Court Dinner

Clothworkers’ Hall

Wed 5 Sep

Tree Planting, Garden
of the Year

Abbotsbury, Dorset

Mon 1 Oct

Election of Lord Mayor

Guildhall

Wed 10 Oct

12.30 p.m.
Carvery Luncheon

Butchers’ Hall

BANQUET AT THE MANSION HOUSE
he first time that the Master
was in the Egyptian Hall of
Mansion House was when
she was eleven years old.
Her grandfather, Past Master
Jim Webster, took her to the
Lord Mayor’s annual children’s Christmas
party. She was obviously as stylish then as
she is now; she was wearing, she told us, a
1920’s flapper dress. She chose not to
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The Master and Wardens

as both the daughter and the
granddaughter of Past Masters, added to
our pleasure. It was with this delightful
sense of continuity that the Master spoke
movingly about her love for our Company
and her strong support of its aims,
mentioning, notably, our support of our
industry and the City.
The Master hosted a stunning Banquet.
It is always a privilege to dine in the
Egyptian Hall. To arrive to
the music of the Militaire
be
to
Orchestra,
welcomed by the Master
and the Wardens, to find
immediately a glass of
champagne at hand and
to join the cheerful throng
sets the scene for a first
rate evening. The many
Liverymen present and
their guests were joined
by the Lord Mayor, Mr
Alderman David Wootton,
with the Lady Mayoress
and his Sheriffs (Mr
Alderman and Sherriff,
Alan Yarrow and Sheriff

The Master, Wardens and Officers with distinguished guests

Our Master with ‘close’ family

confide in us how long ago it is that she
was eleven years old! It was a great joy for
the whole Company present to support our
first lady Master on her first formal
Company event. Her family background,

Wendy Mead) and their
partners. The roll call of the
other distinguished guests
included, as the Master said
in her welcome to the
guidance
for
guests:
spiritual, the Archbishop
of Southwark and the Bishop
of St Albans; for defence
military, our three musketeers and their guests,
Lieutenant General Richard
Barrons (Deputy Chief of the
Defence Staff), Air Marshall
Sir Kevin Leeson (Chief of
Materiel Air) and Rear
Admiral Tom Cunningham
(Chief of Staff, Aviation); for
friendship international, His
Excellency Eduardo Medina Mora, the
Ambassador of Mexico and His Excellency
John Dauth, the High Commissioner of
Australia; for protection legal, the Rt Hon
Lady Justice Black and the Honourable Mr
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Justice McCombe; for inspiration
academic, Professor Paul Curran, the Vice
Chancellor of the City University London;
and for friendship from the Livery the
Prime Warden of the Basketmakers and
the Masters of the Barbers, the Bakers, the
Butchers, the Gardeners and the Farmers,
together with Honorary Liveryman Lord
Mayhew.
Our principal speaker, Henry Robinson,
Deputy President of the Country Land and
Business Association, spoke, with a nice
humorous touch, about the important
issues surrounding food production across
the world. The Lord Mayor, Mr Alderman
David Wootton wove into his speech his
enjoyment of previous Fruiterers’ banquets
and underlined the Master’s support for
Livery Companies. He mentioned his
disappointment that he would be unable to
attend this year’s City Food Lecture, of
which we are the founding Livery
Company. He will be away on a two-week
tour of the Middle East strengthening the
links with the City and thus supporting our
country’s largest industry. In a very
generous gesture he presented gifts to
both our Master and our Clerk.
The evening was, of course, all done in
the Fruiterers’ traditional great style. The
nice, special touches! The bread baked by
the Master’s husband Nick Anderson; the
translation by the Honorary Chaplain of
our Company’s Grace into Latin and the
comment made on a previous occasion by
the Archbishop of Westminster that,
despite the much voiced criticism of the
City, there is much good in the City and
Livery Companies are a prime example of
that good.
Nothing, however, could beat the
beaming smile of pride on the face of the
Master’s father, Past Master Michael Sykes
– who, thank goodness, was not once
heard to voice: “Who’s the Daddy now”!
Piece written and submitted by
Steve Bodger.

The Master addresses the Banquet audience

View from
the City
he optimism seen in global financial markets during the first
three months of the year is already giving way to renewed
uncertainty about the outlook for the world economy.
Last autumn, financial markets feared a double-dip recession in
the US, a hard-landing in China’s economy and a collapse in the
euro area. None of these happened, as economic data in both the
US and China proved stronger than the markets feared, and as the
actions of the European Central Bank pulled the euro back from the
brink.
Thankfully, I didn’t share the fears about the US and China but it
was interesting to observe how market sentiment moved from one
extreme of too much pessimism last autumn to the other of overoptimism, helping explain the rallies seen in the first quarter. Now,
market sentiment is adjusting to somewhere in between.
This makes sense. The world economy continues to recover after
the crisis, but the picture varies greatly. A fragile West contrasts with
a resilient East.
Across Asia and many parts of the emerging world, economies
are in much better shape. But even there the picture varies. In
China, for instance, the economy is cooling as last year the
authorities tightened policy in order to squeeze inflation. Now, in
China, the focus is both on political change and on moving the
economy to its next stage of development.
In the US, meanwhile, the good news is the economy is
continuing to grow, but the bad news is that the recovery is not
particularly strong. It is steady, not spectacular. In the US, like the
UK, the biggest firms appear in good shape, with healthy balance
sheets, but for now, appear reluctant to invest. There is still an
overhang of debt and it takes time for people and firms to
deleverage. In addition, whereas the UK government has already
taken big strides to try and reduce its deficit, in the US many of
these problems are being left until after the Presidential election.
Although the outcome for the world economy will be heavily
influenced by the US and China, it is developments in the euro area
that continue to heavily drive sentiment. The biggest threat facing
the world economy is a collapse in the euro area.
That is why markets were so relieved by the actions of the
European Central Bank (ECB). In December the ECB provided
cheap three year money to those banks that wanted to borrow. The
success of that led the ECB to repeat the exercise in February. Their
actions removed the immediate fear of a funding crisis for banks
across Continental Europe, and in turn it provided valuable time for
the euro area to address its problems.
Recent months have highlighted three types of adjustment, none
of which is particularly popular. First, if the economies on the
‘Periphery’ were not in the euro area they would now be seeing
major devaluations of their currencies. But, of course, they are in
the euro and thus they are having to endure “internal devaluations”
instead, which means squeezing their economies really hard. The
result is recession and rising unemployment.
For the markets it is difficult to know which is the most important
of these economies to focus on. Is it Greece, as its recession
deepens it may need further external help? Is it Ireland, which has
done all that has been asked of it, but which has slipped back into
recession? Or is it Portugal, which some fear may be the next in
trouble after Greece? Or is it Italy, the biggest Peripheral economy
and where an un-elected government is now pushing through cuts
demanded by Germany among others? Or is it Spain, where the
government was elected only last autumn on a mandate of austerity
but which is already running into trouble as youth unemployment
rises? And to these one could add worries
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about France, where this summer’s Presidential election adds to
political, as well as economic, uncertainty in Europe.
Yet, it is not just the Periphery that is in adjustment. In good
economic times the euro area works with money flowing from the
centre to the Periphery, creating the booms that have since become
busts. Indeed, before the crisis started, both Ireland and Spain had
stronger fiscal positions than Germany! It was only in the bust that
their budgets deteriorated. Now, in the bad times, the money that
previously went to the Periphery is attracted back to the Core of the
euro. This is adding to inflation in Germany itself. The Germans
don’t like this, but there is little they can immediately do. After all, if
the ECB raises interest rates, to curb inflation in Germany, it will
make the economic situation on the Periphery worse.
The third area of adjustment is equally worrying for the Germans.
Because of imbalances between the economies across Europe,
adjustments also have to take place via the central banks. This is not
a worry if you think the euro will survive. But it starts to become a
concern if there is a risk of any country leaving the system, as there
is now. Germany’s central bank, the Bundesbank, has the biggest
exposure to others, currently around €550 billion and rising! No
wonder there is concern in Frankfurt and Berlin.
How this will play out is hard to say. The system has to change to
survive and this includes moving faster to a single political union,
where the Core provides more help to the Periphery. Tax payers in
Germany and elsewhere fear this. Yet there is little doubt Germany
is one of the biggest beneficiaries of the euro, as its manufacturing
base doesn’t have to contend with an over-valued currency, as does
Switzerland. But in return for “More Europe”, countries like
Germany will demand greater say over the policies being
implemented in Spain, Portugal and other countries. They may
tolerate this to begin with but if growth does not follow, and instead
there is austerity and recession, then it is likely that anti-euro
sentiment will rise, as in Greece. So the remainder of this year is
likely to see renewed uncertainty over the euro, as
was the case in 2011.
Piece written and supplied by
Honorary Assistant Gerard
Lyons, Senior Economist at
Standard Chartered Bank.
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View
from
Overseas
INDIA AND CHINA: FRESH PRODUCE GIANTS
here is a huge amount of
attention being paid these
days to the so called BRIC
countries (Brazil, Russia, India
and
China).
What
is
happening in these states and the scale of
their horticultural sectors is staggering. I
have tried to summarise some of these
developments here, and focus on China
and India in particular, but such is the
pace and scale of development, it could
take the rest of this publication to go in to
all the detail!
China is by far the world’s largest
horticultural producer. In terms of overall
fruit and vegetable production, it
accounted for 595 million tonnes in
2010, a massive increase of 175 million
tonnes in just 10 years. The main five
products account for 33% of total
production. These are watermelons,
tomatoes, cucumbers, gherkins and
apples followed by cabbage and other
brassicas. When China starts producing,
it does it big time – apples adding up to
some 35 million tonnes per annum. The
variation in annual yield alone, between a
good and bad crop, is often bigger than
the production of other leading producers
such as the US (4 million tonnes) and
then in Europe, Italy and France (typically
1.7 – 2.2 million tonnes per annum).
Agricultural production is still an
incredibly important employer - the
sector has some 520 million people
working as farmers
The country is also increasingly
involved in the international trade of
produce and now exports some 14
million tonnes per annum and imports
around 9.5 million tonnes. Countries
such as the US, Chile, New Zealand and
Australia have all been making inroads to
the Chinese import market in recent
years, as well as more locally based
suppliers such as Thailand and Vietnam.
Leading export destinations include
Indonesia, Vietnam, Russia, Thailand,
Malaysia, Japan, Indonesia and South
Korea. There have been modest exports
to the EU – mainly apples – to the likes of
the Netherlands and some of this fruit has
found its way to the UK.
Even though they are the world’s
largest producer, the typical farm size in
China is just 0.5 ha per unit. As an
example, one of the leading apple juice
processors might be sourcing fruit from
around 50,000 farmers alone. This
makes the task of quality control and
traceability all but impossible in the way it
might be seen in the UK, although
rudimentary record keeping does exist.
The Chinese government has realized
though that changes need to be made. Its
priorities are set at increasing overall farm
size, food supply and safety in concert
with boosting income levels of farmers
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and producing more diverse varieties.
India’s horticultural industry, in
comparison, is the second largest in the
world with production hitting 224 million
tonnes in the 2009/10 growing year. This
is an increase of some 70 million tonnes
over the last decade. Horticulture
accounts for approximately 30% of India’s
agricultural GDP. In recent years, the
sector has gained increased attention
from government and within India’s VIIth
‘Five Year Plan’ a 6% annual growth rate is
laid out for horticulture. Indian imports
are in the region of just 4 million tonnes
and exports are just over 3.3 million

Chinese apple farmers

Chinese apples

tonnes. The main exports
from India are onions,
mangoes,
grapes,
tomatoes and potatoes and the
main target markets are to the likes of the
UAE and then more local destinations
such as Bangladesh and Malaysia. Again,
exports to the EU are still relatively
modest and confined to grapes, some
soft fruit, flowers and vegetables.
Putting these statistics into some sort
of perspective with the UK horticultural,
domestically we produced some 9 million
tonnes of fruit and veg, including
potatoes, in 2010. UK imports are c. 8.5
million tonnes, with exports of around
250,000 tonnes of fruit and veg and a
similar volume of potatoes.
Yet there is much about the way that
the UK sector operates that the Indians
and Chinese industries would like to
emulate if they are to really make their
mark in international markets. This
includes the attention to detail in
production, post harvest and marketing
logistics, as well as the quality of our R &
D which is still often admired in other
parts of the world. The professionalism of
our leading fresh produce companies is
also recognised and in particular their
ability to deal with technical and
commercially demanding retail and
foodservice customers.
In the UK, supermarkets account for 80%
of all produce sales whereas in India the
figure is just 4% and in China it is around
35% - but significant growth is predicted
in the retail sector in both countries and
will see both local and international
retailers continue to invest.
India and China might have a scale of
activity that the UK can never match, but
the UK has a world class supply chain, as
well as an ability to farm in a diverse
manner, effectively and at the same time
protect the natural environment. Many of
the issues that the UK faces such as
volatility in markets, exchange rates, the
cost of inputs and issues such as the
impact of climate change and water
usage are all beginning to impact in
China and India too.
The scale of these challenges, not least as
their involvement in the international
market increases and based on the sheer
size of their industries will be massive.
What is also clear is that the best of the
best in India and China are already good
– and in the future, there will be more of
these businesses, not only operating in
their domestic markets but also trading
and investing internationally. And in this
respect, the UK is seen as highly
attractive market in which to do business.
Piece written and submitted by
Liveryman John Giles.

Indian fruit seller
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FROM ORCHARD TO MARKET
TOP FRUIT NEWS
eather conditions in the
main top fruit growing
areas of the UK, during the
period since Christmas,
have been such that
development
is
well
advanced. In general the
winter was quite mild with the exception of
some cold snaps in February. The latter half
of March was uncharacteristically ‘warm’
which accelerated the process even more.
Growers are expressing concerns that their
fruit trees could be more vulnerable and
susceptible to late frosts – and the danger
will always be there until the end of May.
Another area for concern is the shortage
of water which is acute and very worrying in
the East Midlands. Despite these seasonal
issues there is an underlying mood of
cautious optimism for the forthcoming year.
This is understandable when the facts
relating to the closing season are analysed.
Sales of all English apples and pears on the
1st April were up by 8.5% when compared
to the same date last year with multiple
sales of dessert apples being up 13.2%. Cox
is a reducing crop down 7% which tailors in
with the declining demand for the variety.
The thinking amongst many marketers is
that if there was a further 10% decline in
production it would not be a tragedy.
Gala sales are up by 14.5% with English
taking a greater share of the overall market
for the variety. Advances in storage
technology and new stores will permit the
marketing of English Gala through into May.
Domestic supermarkets are thankfully
programming accordingly, particularly as
the consumer demand for ‘locally grown’
shows no sign of abating. More Gala is
going into the ground and if one
extrapolates the potential crop five years
hence, with young trees and new plantings,
there may easily be a potential to
commence an export business. The big
questions are whether the inexorable
increase in demand for Gala can continue
and will there need to be a slowing in the
planting?
English Braeburn also hit a new record
high in production last year. At the
beginning of April 2012 seasonal sales to
formal retail trade were up 63.1%. The
expectations are that crops of the variety will
continue to rise in future years which is
slightly concerning as some top fruit
analysts believe that Braeburn may have
peaked in demand and growers should be
cautious about future plantings. So far this
year sales have gone to plan and an
undefined quantity has been exported.
Sales of other dessert cultivars are up
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Jazz trees in flower

Cox production is shrinking

Junami; one for the future

Conference; the most important UK pear
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13.9%. This category includes Discovery,
Early Windsor, Egremont Russet,
Worcester, Spartan, and Jonagold the so
called ‘older varieties’ and Cameo, Kanzi,
Rubens, Zari, Jazz and Junami referred to
as the ‘new varieties’.
Returns have varied with some giving
insufficient income to allow re-investment.
What is most encouraging is the fact that
the dialogue between the growers,
marketing desks and retailers continues
apace enhancing the planning process for
future production.
On a very bright note however it is
calculated that English dessert apples now
account for 38% of the total domestic
consumption of the fruit type, a figure that
could easily be surpassed in future years.
Put in perspective the UK consumers
account for around 700,000 tonnes of
apples a year of which the domestic growers
could, eventually provide at least 300,000.
What would really help the cause would be
the development of a new, early, seasonopener, which would capture the
imagination of the consumers. A quality
variety with excellent dessert characteristics
that crops heavily under the growing
conditions that prevail in the UK – the
industry is searching hard!
Regrettably the financial rewards for
Bramley growers have been inadequate for
three to four years. This has resulted in
grubbing with a consequential reduction in
tonnage. The net effect for 2012 could be a
shortage in availability at the back end of the
season, despite the fact that recorded sales
are running 1,000 tonnes lighter than last
year. Stock could run out by mid June. Shelf
space will be lost which will be hard to
retrieve and prices could escalate to such a
level that all but the most ardent aficionados
of the product, will stop buying.
English pear production is somewhat in
the doldrums. Conference has shown only
a 1% increase (25,000 tonnes) while the
volumes of Comice and Concorde remain
static. Despite earnest endeavours in
planting model orchards on the formats
used in the Netherlands, English
horticulturists have not yet found the
winning formulae. Three factors appear to
be responsible; 1. Water availability, 2.
Winter temperatures and, 3. Temperatures
in mid June. Until positive answers are
found to these conundrums there are very
few producers who will invest £30,000 per
acre in trying to compete with yields from
the Low Countries.

VIEW

FROM THE
HIGH STREET
Early Jerseys and hard boiled eggs – two problems!
hen we contacted our usual correspondent, David Bryant, to collect information for
the Newsletter, he expressed concern for English nurserymen who specialise in potting
and bedding plants. With a second very dry winter and current hosepipe ban in many
parts of the UK, gardeners are going to be hard pressed to maintain there usual
displays. If there is no natural rainfall in the late spring and through the summer the
situation will be most difficult. Pots, tubs, hanging baskets and borders will be affected
and as a consequence, David is not stocking quite as many of the traditional, water
sensitive annuals at the moment. When the fear of frosts has passed he will focus more on
geraniums and other subjects that are far less water dependent. He commented on the fact that the
growers have been hard hit by the cancellation of Council Contracts as decision makers in town halls
believe it to be irresponsible to use water bowsers to replenish street displays when restrictions are
in place.
Since Christmas, (which was “fabulous” for the shop being a full week), trade has been
satisfactory for most fruit kinds. Plums have been in shorter supply and somewhat expensive. Quality
of peaches and nectarines has been mixed while the supply of grapes has been steady with prices
quite buoyant. Seedless is now the predominant offer in the shop; green, red and black accounting
for nearly 90%. There is still a following for the seeded Red Globe. English top fruit has been of good
quality and in adequate supply – apples and pears. There are obviously some items that are not
available from English orchards such as Granny Smith, Golden Delicious, Pink Lady and Pink Kiss
apples and pears Williams’ Bon Chretien and Packham’s Triumph. These have to be stocked to
complete the offer and satisfy the requirements of the customer profile.
Melons have been expensive and slow to move. Consumers’ attitudes towards this fruit are
changing. Demand for Pineapples, mangoes, and dates have been steady with supplies coming
from various global origins.
Demand for berry fruits has been variable but good samples of strawberries from Spain have been
popular. Mexican blackberries have been reasonably priced and a regular trade. Blueberries became
quite expensive for a while which slowed movement. Early English rhubarb remained a draw with
the season lasting two to three weeks. Our shopkeeper commented that “old habits are new habits,
consumers need new recipes” hence the popularity of the latest breed of TV chefs.
The only fruit kind that the independent cannot offer on a more competitive level than the
supermarkets is the banana. Annual trade can only be described as steady and customers demand
cosmetic perfection. “Obviously a shop like ours cannot be without bananas and so we endeavour,
as with all our fruit and veg, to buy the best and sell it quickly”, says David. On the subject of the
supermarkets “there can be little surprise that many of the leaders are trying to improve their offers
of fresh produce because it is regarded by the shoppers as a barometer of how they manage their
stores”.
Spanish citrus has enjoyed a good season in respect of appearance, juice content and sweetness.
Lemons are a brisk trade at 4 for £1. Easy peel citrus supplies are now being offered from some
unusual locations such as Peru, a country that has also established a reputation for fine asparagus.
Now the Newsletter’s correspondent is not an individual who easily becomes critical of supplies
or suppliers but his comments on the quality of the first three weeks supply of Jersey Royal Potatoes
were quite vitriolic. Sizing, appearance, damage to tubers and flavour were all totally inappropriate
to an established brand that demands such high prices. His customers who wait expectantly for the
first arrivals were totally de-motivated by their experiences particularly when much cheaper potatoes
from Israel and Majorca were superior in quality, texture and taste! Wow!! We hope that somebody
in Jersey takes note. Fortunately the problems have been resolved with main crop. Cornish new
season potatoes have also been a very good buy.
Root crops and brassicas have been readily available and all of fine quality. Purple sprouting
broccoli received a particular mention as being especially good. Celeriac and bunched, root
beetroots have sold with increasing frequency. Israel an important country of supply for salads,
herbs and other fruits and vegetables still continues to maintain an uninterrupted delivery to the UK.
Some questioned whether the placing of AGREXCO, (the marketer of the CARMEL brand), into
administration would weaken the position. It has been confirmed that it has not.
Demand for salads starts to improve as the days lengthen, temperatures rise and English
products come on stream. Tomato availability from domestic greenhouses has started which will
supplement supplies from more traditional sources. Interestingly, an increasing quantity of mixed
mushroom types are now arriving in our shops from Poland.
According to our retailer “flowers have been making fair money” but tulips and English daffs were
more reasonably priced and sold well. Hand-ties were particularly popular for Mother’s Day for which
the shop sold almost 400. “We find that people are dropping in during the late afternoon to buy
these when on their way to a dinner party or reception” says David. “Customers like the freshness
and the fact that each one is individual and can be made to specification”. He is concerned that the
wholesale flower trade in the market where he shops daily is declining. Fortunately two large,
privately run warehouses specialising in flowers have opened quite close by and he reflects that this
may also be a trend for fruit and veg wholesaling in the future!
Apart from early Jersey Royals he has experienced one other quite unique problem in the last four
months. The shop has a very respectable egg trade. He has been using the same supplier for twenty
years without a single problem and with lots of customers reporting double-yolks. Suddenly, one day
in the Spring a problem arose with a few boxes of one consignment. The rogue eggs were identified
and removed from display immediately and the producer informed. It was found that a thermostat
had malfunctioned on a washing machine and a few eggs had been hard-boiled! Fortunately swift
action had saved the day but the experience underlined the benefits of due diligence and stock
management.
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The season for English Braeburn has lengthened

Celeriac sales are improving

Purple sprouting broccoli of good quality

New season English asparagus
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M ASTER ’ S R EFLECTIONS

SNOITCELFER S’RETS AM

Top table at the FPC Dinner

Sandy’s will be a hard act to follow

To date, what a very interesting time I have
had as Master of the Fruiterers. I trust that I
am acting as a suitable ambassador for the
Company and the fruit industry, being ably
accompanied and assisted by the Upper
Warden John Price, and the Renter Warden
Peter Cooper.
The Livery year finishes and starts on St
Paul’s Day, 25 January, and is possibly one of
the most important days in the outgoing
Master’s year. Sandys Dawes will be a very
hard act to follow. His term as Master was
filled with some wonderfully happy
encounters and memories and he was a very
popular man. It was with some trepidation
that I became Master, particularly when one
looks around the Court and sees all the
incredibly wise, Past Masters, all of whom
have tremendous skills and knowledge.
Realising that one has to come up to the
mark in such distinguished company was a
touch intimidating.
Having read through the papers
thoroughly, I have found no job description;
however, the documents and oaths do
indicate what is expected. To promote the
fresh fruit industry, support The Lord Mayor
and the City and encourage everyone in the
business, whether they have just entered the
industry are perhaps students in college or
those with very great experience. It is also the
role of the Master and Wardens to support
wholeheartedly our charitable objectives.
One of my early duties was to attend at
The House of Commons for an All Party
Parliamentary Cider Group. This was
founded to promote the Cider industry and
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lobby government on the industry’s behalf,
raising
concerns
and
illustrating
development plans. It is very a well organised
group and extremely effective as was
demonstrated by the high turn out of people.
On 4th February we were invited to the
Fresh Produce Consortium’s annual dinner
at the Savoy Hotel, London, where the guest
country was China. It was a delight to see so
many people working together to build and
strengthen trading links between the two
countries. Jim Rogers, President of the FPC,
and himself a Fruiterer, spoke eloquently
about developing commercial, industry
bonds to the two countries mutual
advantage.
The Fruiterers Banquet followed a week
later at The Mansion House, (see page 3). It
was a very great pleasure to welcome so
many liverymen and guests from the fruit
industry, as well as those from other walks of
life. Henry Robinson, deputy president of the
Country Land and Business Association gave
a brilliant speech, demonstrating with the aid
of an apple the diminishing amount of land
available in the world to feed an ever
increasing population.
I mentioned earlier, that part of The
Masters Role is to support everyone in the
fruit industry and so it was with enormous
pleasure I was able to present John Edgeley
with the Fruiterer’s Matthew Mack Award for
Distinguished Achievements for Training in
the fruit industry. John has spent all his
working life teaching both professionals and
amateurs.
In my speech I set out to illustrate our own
charitable objectives and the work achieved
by the Fruit Culture Trust and the Charitable
Trust. It is mainly through The Awards
Council, which generates our educational
and research initiatives that we seek to
promote excellence and encourage
cooperation between various facets of the
industry.
February produced the biggest challenge
of my Mastership so far – I had to take part in
a Masters Pancake Race at Guildhall – no one
has induced me to run in any form of race
since school. Hopefully some will have seen
my dismal performance and be assured I was
just up to holding, what is, I understand, a
long standing Fruiterers’ tradition of ensuring

the Master does not win!
The Awards Council met to discuss
funding for various research project
applications. These are bursaries and
awards which together help the Fruiterers
promote excellence in the industry. The
Upper Warden, John Price, presided over
the meeting as chairman and we heard
reports of previous undertakings we have
funded including a talk given on research
conducted on strawberry production. This
focused on using the minimum possible
amount of water and how, at least under
research conditions, water consumption
can be reduced by up to 60%.
At the end of February I headed north to
Penrith. I was invited to The Annual
Marmalade Festival at Dalemain which
many of you will remember was very well
supported and featured on television and
radio. The organisation of the event was
exceptional, promoting marmalade made at
home and also by small scale commercial
producers. This year the festival attracted
some 1700 entrants from a number of
countries around the world including Spain
- the home of the Seville orange. I was very
impressed with the event especially given
that it managed to inspire so many people
to buy and use fruit.
For small scale commercial producers it
provided a very good opportunity to
showcase their products. Fortnum and
Mason stock the overall winner’s
marmalade which is certainly a magnificent
incentive to produce the best possible
product. Proceedings were well supported
by larger commercial producers with
‘Thursday
Cottage’
from
Tiptree,
sponsoring one of the categories. We have
to thank Liveryman Jane Hasell-McCosh for
the organisation and congratulate Hazel
Rushton for winning the Award for the best
Marmalade in Show.

Hazel Rushton receives her award
from the Master

On 15th February the City Food Lecture
was held at Guildhall, where 600 guests
listened to Justin King CEO of Sainsbury’s
deliver the key note speech. The speech was
titled ‘UK Grocery Retailing – Back to the
Future’ and demonstrated the changing
patterns of retailing and the need for all
retailers to move with the times.

The panel at the City Food hall Lecture

The City Food Lecture, originally
launched by the Fruiterers, is now
meticulously organised by seven of the food
Livery Companies. It has only been in the
last few months or so, that I have really
appreciated the full extent of how
cooperation, the dedication of the City and
the Livery Companies works together to
achieve and - ‘Make Things Happen’.

Companies.
The United Guilds Service was held at St
Paul’s Cathedral on 23rd March. This
service was first held in 1943 to boost
morale in the City, which at the time was a
very sad place being largely a bomb site,
with very few buildings left unscathed. It was
introduced to encourage the mutual
support of the different trades and
encourage cooperation between the various
groups of people in the City to overcome –
‘the enemy of despair ’. Today its purpose is
to stimulate links between the different
professions, the City, Livery Companies and
to ensure our charitable, educational and
trade associations are continued.

Coopers’ Hall for a Masters’ get together

I was delighted to be present at a dinner
in the Coopers Hall, Devonshire Square, at
the invitation of that Company. The dinner
was also attended by thirty or so Masters
and Clerks who together, work to promote
their industries and help to develop new
markets. The Coopers and the Fruiterers are
working in synchrony, with others, to
promote the cider industry.
Recently I met with Peter Gossage, Master
of the Worshipful Company of Bakers at
their hall just off Lower Thames Street.
Equally keen to promote top quality, the
Bakers are keen to endorse sustainable food
development and encourage people to join
the food industry. They are also great
advocates of the City Food Lecture.
It was a privilege to be asked to The
Mansion House on 22nd March for The
Lord Mayor’s Banquet. Also invited were
many Masters of the City Livery Companies;
the purpose to build on longstanding
relationships;
develop
further
the
camaraderie of fellowship and the spirit of
co-operation. Outlining the City of London’s
role within today’s global business sector,
The Lord Mayor also spoke of the enormous
amounts of money distributed to charities.
Last year alone, a staggering forty million
pounds was donated to charities that were
so generously raised by the City Livery
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The Master with the Clerk at St Paul’s
for the United Guilds Service

It has become very trendy to ‘network’. I
am finding this is not another new concept
from ‘The Americas’ that we have imported,
nor is it a recent 21st century addition to the
world of business. It is however, a skill that
has been carefully honed and developed
over hundreds of years, right here in the
very heart of the City of London.
It is my belief that the ‘Make things
Happen’ culture has come from perfecting
this skill, and it is embedded in the structure
of not only the Fruiterers but all City Livery
Companies. Quiet conversations are
enjoyed between longstanding friends,
creating the ‘right’ connections, producing
the very significant outcomes. ‘Making
things Happen’.

Soft and Stone Fruit
BERRIES and CURRANTS
ilder temperatures and clement weather in the first two
months of 2012 provided an environment that was far more
conducive to soft fruit sales in the UK, than during the same
period twelve months ago. Traditional supply countries to
the UK at this time of the year were less plagued by
damaging frosts. As a result the start to the New Year was certainly more
favourable and less onerous for the marketers and less harassing for the
growers.
With Strawberries the situation was further assisted by an improvement
in the varietal change from Egypt leading to fresher, brighter fruit available
at retail resulting in extended shelf life once purchased. Although
strawberries from this source tend to be less favourable in respect of
flavour and eating quality this was more than compensated for by the
introduction of newer, more desirable varieties from other sources such as
Morocco and Spain.
Because of the spread in cultivar supply, each with its own microseason, there have been fewer peaks in production and supply resulting in
less pressure on price. As a consequence fluctuations in values have been
far less common. Retail selling prices have been very similar to last year
but returns to the producers have been enhanced. The overall picture for
the period January to April has been one of greater volume sales at the
same or slightly higher RSPs. Arguably, this demonstrates that there has
been an increase in consumer demand.
The first English strawberries came on stream in March, albeit in a
modest fashion. Demand remained high for bright, well coloured fruit
with excellent eating qualities. Weather patterns in March and April are
pointing towards substantial peaks in supply of domestic fruit in June
which is creating some apprehension amongst marketing staff. The cool
weather in April may also result in some misshapen fruit but as yet a
precise diagnosis is not possible. On a more positive note there will be
some ideal, unique marketing opportunities during the summer to boost
consumption of British summer fruits. Apart from Wimbledon, which is
always a fillip, there are HM The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee celebrations,
The Olympics and the European Championships. Hopefully the peak of
supply will help cater for the needs of these additional visitors and events.
Raspberry supplies were very tight after Christmas owing to the fact
that the traditional supply countries had planted with sequential varieties
and there was less Glen Lyon from Spain. Prices were up on the same
period in 2011 and returns to growers were good.
English supplies commenced in mid April with glasshouse Tulameen
being the main cultivar. Domestic production looks to be delayed slightly
as the weather pushes back the start of outdoor production.
Mexico suffered huge weather problems with regard to its Blackberry
production. As a consequence fruit has not been overly supplied and the
market has remained buoyant with demand good. Returns to the
producers have been up on last year despite prices at retail remaining
more or less the same at 2 for £3. The first English was harvested in mid
April with peak availability occurring in late August. Dutch supplies will
supplement English from the second week of May.
The Chilean Blueberry farmers have experienced difficulties. There was
some exceptionally hot weather in December as production reached its
peak leading to quality issues on arrival into the UK. The consequence of
this has been preliminary softer fruit leading to a slightly subdued demand
through January and February.
Severe frosts in the production areas of southern Spain have delayed
harvest and it will certainly be the last week of April before satisfactory
volumes become available. It has been reported that the early Spanish
fruit has been lacking somewhat in sugars as it has been harvested
prematurely. Despite these initial setbacks to the European season
demand is picking up and a large peak of supply in mid May should not
prove to be too much of an embarrassment to marketers and retailers.
The volume of English blueberries should be at record availability this year
with peaks occurring in July.
For those who admire new experiences limited supplies of Dutch
Pineberries will be available in selected UK supermarkets during late April
and early June. Worth a try!! Likewise, watch out for Strasberries, in mid
summer, they have been around for over a century but have only recently
become a feature on the shelves of certain supermarkets.

M
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Hanging strawberries in a polytunnel

Pineberries, something different with a fine flavour

Strasberries, a smaller sweeter alternative

Mexican blackberries an important supply

KING DELIVERS HARD-HITTING LECTURE

Justin King delivers the City Food Lecture

Audience questions

HRH The Princess Royal

local/national products, but the Olympics will bring visitors from
around 200 countries to these shores and they won’t exclusively be
visiting Olympic venues. Put your products in front of them,
particularly if you have aspirations to export.”
Sainsbury’s was the inaugural sponsor of the CFL and King
talked of his company’s close links with livery companies, which
have been strengthened recently by training programmes for its
fresh food employees, run alongside City & Guilds.
The event is organised by a committee chaired by Past Master
Laurence Olins, who became a grandfather for the second time on
the morning of the lecture. To cap the day, Laurence was then
unofficially ‘knighted’ by HRH the Princess Royal who thanked
“Sir” Laurence Olins in her excellent summing up address. Did
HRH know something we are not yet aware of?

he 11th City Food Lecture took place on February 15, at
the Guildhall and Sainsbury’s chief executive officer Justin
King delivered a thought-provoking lecture with the title –
‘UK Grocery Retailing - back to the future?’
In front of an audience comprising a wide cross-section of the
UK’s food industry, King professed himself “proud to be a
shopkeeper” and, paraphrasing Mark Twain, dismissed reports of
the death of the high street as “greatly exaggerated”.
He did however say that “a radical rethink” is needed to revitalise
the area, but insisted the high street is not doomed and nor is its
decline the fault of the supermarket chains.
The high street has a vibrant future and furthermore the arrival
of a Sainsbury’s on or` in that domain has been proven to revitalize
the shopping environment, claimed an upbeat King. “Where high
streets are in trouble it is usually because they are not providing
what the local population wants,” he said. “We must be brave
enough to shrink the high street and allow empty shops to be
converted for other uses, such as residential, where there is overcapacity.”
He said critics who blame supermarkets for the demise of the
high street are harking back to “a time that never really existed”
and claimed the evolution of supermarkets reflects society and the
changes in society. “The key to [Sainsbury’s] success has been our
relentless focus on the consumer,” King said. “Consumers are
feeling gloomy. They have been feeling pretty bad since 2008,
reflecting the economic situation. Times have changed, perhaps
forever.
The effects of the government’s austerity measures are yet to
take full effect, but they have already influenced the behaviour of
housewives. King hailed the “return of the savvy shopper” and said
that focus is switching from one big weekend shop to more regular
shopping trips for smaller volumes: “Just like our parents and
grandparents used to do,” he added. “You could say this is a “back
to the future” trend.”
Consumers are looking more to foods in their natural season
and seeking “value for their values” – placing greater stock on
issues such as corporate responsibility and sustainability.
Corporate Responsibility is as much a competitive issue as price,
King said, and consumers are benefiting from the fact that grocery
retailers are at the forefront of CR efforts. “Greater interest in food
and its provenance can only be a good thing for our sector and out
country,” he contended.
The investment of the multiple retailers in consumer-facing
initiatives benefits the whole supply chain, King asserted. When
questioned from the floor on the potential appointment of a
supermarket ombudsman, he countered: “It will be unique in
interjecting constraints on business-to-business relationships.
Ombudsmen normally only exist in monopolistic sectors where
consumers need protecting. This one protects businesses from
competition to the detriment of consumers. I object as a consumer
to the idea that retailers will not be able to properly represent
consumers in that relationship. That’s our role.”
Looking ahead to 2012 and what promises to be a momentous
year for Great Britain, King highlighted the Diamond Jubilee and
the Olympics as major opportunities to showcase British food to
the world. “This is a year to celebrate Britishness,” he said. “I think
perhaps the Jubilee presents more of an opportunity to showcase
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Piece written and supplied by Tommy Leighton

RHUBARB AND CUSTARD
WITH GINGER
Serves 4
Ingredients
5 trimmed stems rhubarb (400g)
4 tbsp soft brown sugar
2 tablespoons ginger cordial
juice of an orange
150mls double cream
250g thick ready-made custard
1 ball stem ginger in syrup, drained and finely chopped
4 ginger nut biscuits
Procedure
1. Cut the rhubarb stems in half lengthways, then into
short lengths, about 2cms. Tip the pieces into a pan,
scatter over the sugar and drizzle with the ginger
cordial and orange juice. Mix together, then gently
cook, partially covered, for 5 minutes or until the
rhubarb is just tender. You want the pieces to still
retain their shape.
2. Leave to cool, then remove the rhubarb from the pan,
leaving the cooking juices behind. Bubble the juices
over a high heat until reduced, thick and syrupy.
3. When the rhubarb is cold, divide it between four
glasses. Whip the cream until it forms soft peaks, mix
with the custard and stem ginger, add a quarter to
each glass. To serve, drizzle each one with rhubarb
syrup and crumble a ginger nut biscuit on top.
Recipe from Camper Van Coast by Martin Dorey and
Sarah Randell (Saltyard Books)
published April 2012
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John Edgeley

receives Matthew Mack Award

The Master presents the Matthew Mack
Award to John Edgeley

r John Edgeley received the
Worshipful
Company
of
Fruiterers’ triennial Matthew
Mack Award for “Distinguished
Achievements for Training within
the Fruit Industry” at the Company’s
Annual Banquet held at London’s Mansion

M

House on 13 February 2012.
Presenting the Award the Company’s
Master, Jane Anderson, said “Throughout
his career, John Edgeley has had an
enormous, positive influence on very large
numbers of students, professional growers
and amateurs. He is a tremendous
ambassador for UK fruit production and
consumption. He is so effective at
communicating his immense knowledge of
fruit growing because the skill and manner
of his training and teaching delivery
enthrals and enthuses his trainees and
audiences whatever their level of
engagement in fruit production. It would
be hard to imagine a more worthy recipient
of
an
award
for
Distinguished
Achievements for Training in the Fruit
Industry”.
Following six years as a lecturer at Writtle
Agricultural College, John returned to
Pershore College where he had trained,
and for the following 24 years as Lecturer
and then Senior Lecturer, taught all

aspects of fruit production to many
generations of students, as well as
managing the College Fruit Farm and
supervising practical training of students
on commercial farms. He took student
groups to Highgrove where under his
tutelage they pruned and trained the Prince
of Wales’ fruit trees.
John Edgeley twice staged the Fruit
Focus exhibition at Pershore, held events to
help growers evaluate new equipment,
arranged for the West Midlands Fruit
Discussion Group, of which he is
Chairman, to hold meetings at the College
so members could benefit technically and
commercially by engaging with staff and
students, and conducted training sessions
for many grower organisations.
John retired from Pershore in 2009 but
continues to provide advice and training for
amateur and professional growers,
conservation groups and orchard projects,
and remains actively involved in orchard
and countryside organisations.

FRUITERERS’ RUN FOR GLORY OF THE COMPANY
Now a popular annual event, the Pancake Day Races held in the ‘Yard’ of London’s Guildhall, attracts increasing attention both from
the participating liveries and the general public. Originally conceived by the Poulters’ Company, marking Shrove Tuesday and the end
of their Master’s year, the event now encompasses several liveries that can lay claim to being involved in the ‘Pancake’. The Fruiterers’
licence to participate obviously comes from the provision of lemons. There are four well defined races each run in heats followed by
a final to determine the overall winners. The Fruiterers were ably represented by the Master, Gerry Edwards, Amanda Cottrell and Jean
Hall. Held on 21 February this year, the fun and exuberance were available in the usual good measures.

Fruiterers waiting in the ‘Lists’

Guildhall Yard converted to a racecourse

A few adjustments before the off

Gerry Edwards ‘Team Fruiterers’’ organiser, with the Master
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HONORARY ARCHIVIST
OUR HONORARY CHAPLAINS
Six splendid spiritual guides and wonderful communicators
f one refers to Gould (the
acknowledged historical record of
our livery) then it is written that the
Company had no official Honorary
Chaplain before 1892.
It is
possible that William McCall, a
man of the cloth, acted in the
capacity sometime between the years of
1868 and 1881 being the only Fruiterer of
his profession listed in the rolls.

I

The Very Rev Dean Hole (1892 - 1901)

The Rev Canon Edgar Sheppard (1910 - 1921)

The first “official” Honorary Chaplain was
The Very Rev Dean Hole (1892 – 1901)
who was the Dean of Rochester and took
great interest in fruit culture. He was
known to be a great letter writer and stood
down because of old age.
It was 25th January 1910 when another
Honorary Chaplain was unanimously
appointed by the Court. The Rev Canon
Edward Sheppard, CVO, DD filled the
position. He was regarded as an ideal man
for the job being Sub-Deacon of His
Majesty’s Chapels Royal, Domestic
Chaplain, Deputy Clerk of the Closet, SubAlmoner to the King and Canon of
Windsor. He had also been a Professor of
Psychology at Kings College. Here was a
man who could communicate at every
level and who new the importance of the
skill. He was admitted to the Livery in
1909 by Redemption. He remained in the
post until 1921.

Canon HRL Sheppard (1934 - 1951)

Our second Honorary Chaplain was
succeeded by his son The Rev Canon
HRL Sheppard (1934 – 1937) who will
always be remembered for his broadcasts
on Sunday evenings from St. Martins in
the Fields, some of the first to be aired
live.

The Rev Canon FH Gillingham (1951 - 1953)

The Rev James Adams (1970 - 1989)
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There was a gap until 1951 when The Rev
Canon F H Gillingham filled the role for
two years. He was an accomplished
cricketer and orator and had worshipers
queuing for admission to his Sunday
services. Such was the power of his
sermons.
We had to wait seventeen years before
The Rev James (“Jimmy”) Adams was
appointed as Honorary Chaplain in 1970.
He fulfilled the responsibilities for nineteen
years and was a very popular man who set
out his ideas in a clear and bright fashion.
He was Rector of Wanstead, Archdeacon
of West Ham and Bishop of Barking. In
his obituary it was said that he had an
unusual ability to relate and remember
and “knew us better than we knew
ourselves”!
Our current well loved and much admired
Honorary Chaplain, The Rev Canon
Nigel Abbott, succeeded to the position
in 1989. Attending many functions
Liverymen will remember the wonderful
apt and pithy ‘Graces’ that Nigel has
composed. He is always a listening ear
and a font of wise counsel. Imbued with a
great sense of humour he is, like the
Clerk, an Officer who transcends Masters
and the decades and is our latest superb
communicator to fill the role.

Details and pictures supplied by Peter
Cooper our Renter Warden and
Honorary Archivist.

The Rev Canon Nigel Abbott (1989 - )

HONORARY ASSISTANTS DINNER
AT THE COOPERS’ HALL
ur Master and Wardens, supported by four past masters
and the Clerk, dined with five Honorary Assistants and four
Honorary Assistants’ Elect at the Coopers’ Hall during the
evening of April 19. The purpose of these relatively
informal gatherings is to enhance relationships and to discuss issues
and pertinent matters that affect the Company now and will do so in
the future. Ideas and thoughts are exchanged in an enthusiastic
fashion with everybody participating in the debate. Many subjects were
tabled and clarity was thrown on a number of pressing matters.
Particularly interesting will be an event planned by the City of
London entitled ‘Celebrate the City’. This will be run between 21 24 June. On the 23rd, Cheapside will be closed and become a
market place while the Guildhall Yard will accommodate trading
stalls. Livery companies can take units and it is anticipated that
the Fruiterers will have between one and three (depending on their
size) to sell their fruit products. Any financial surpluses raised will
go towards our Charitable Trust. It is hoped that Fruiterers will
volunteer and participate enthusiastically. Announcements will be
made in the foreseeable future regarding arrangements.

O

Informal
Carvery Lunch

Master Butcher with Master Fruiterer

n 28 March the Fruiterers held there latest
Informal Carvery Luncheon at the Butchers’
Hall, enjoying the excellent fare served by the
Company’s chefs. Our Master presided over
the event and was joined by other
enthusiastic liverymen. Meetings of the two subcommittees followed the meal and the occasion acts as
a first class prelude to get the delegates in the
conversational mood.

O

FRUIT
BASKETS

Honorary Assistants gather at the Coopers’ Hall

CITY OF LONDON BRIEFINGS
For any Liveryman who has not
attended a City of London Briefing and
is in two minds whether to apply ask a
fellow Fruiterer who has attended. You
will always receive a very positive response because the evening provides
an interesting and valuable insight into
the workings of the City. They are
aimed particularly at new Freemen and
Guildhall venue for the City
Liverymen, but wives, husbands and
Briefings 2012/2013
partners are also welcome. Liverymen
and Freemen of longer standing who have not previously been to a
Briefing are also encouraged to attend. The dates of the 2012/13
briefings are given here. It is necessary to attend one of these briefings,
held at Guildhall, before being clothed in the Livery.
They are:-

Tue 9th October and Mon 19th November 2012
Wed 20th Feb and Wed 1st May 2013

Application should be made at
www.liverycommitteecourses.org.uk
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A WELCOME GIFT
ALL THE YEAR ROUND

fruit-baskets.co.uk
0845 600 8417

Coming up…

WHAT TO SAVOUR!
The Audit Court Dinner will be held at
the Saddlers’ Hall during the evening of
Thursday 17 May. This event, which is
the second formal dinner in the Fruiterers’
calendar, affords an ideal opportunity for
liverymen to invite business contacts or
suitable candidates who they may wish to
sponsor for the Company. On this
occasion, we will be dining in a hall that is
not regularly used by the Fruiterers.
Details have been circulated and
applications should have been made by
May 1.

Fruiterers. A history of the Company was
published in Newsletter 70 (May 2011,
pages 13/14). This is an ideal opportunity
to view a successful British company of
excellence doing what it does best. We will
be following in the footsteps of Her Majesty
The Queen who graciously paid a visit to
the factory in October 2010 just prior to
the 100 year celebration of the granting of
the Royal Warrant in 1911.

Cherry & Soft Fruit Show

Wilkin & Sons Ltd
Saddlers’ Hall - venue for Audit Court Dinner

Our Company is the lead sponsor of
the Orchards and Cider Pavilion at The
Royal Bath & West Show (Wed 30 May –
Sat 2 June) at Shepton Mallet. The
Fruiterers’ promotional Stand will, as
usual, be in the Pavilion throughout the
four days. Volunteers to man the Stand
are sought by our organisers for which the
Clerk has circulated contact details. The
Company’s visit will take place on
Thursday 31 May and applications for
tickets should be made by Monday 14 May.
For those liverymen who are town dwellers
this is a great opportunity to witness how
the other half live and for those residing ‘in
the sticks’ this show is an endorsement of
why you do! It’s a lot of fun, with lots to see
and do for the entire family.

Royal Bath & West Show

On Thursday 14 June a visit has been
organised to the internationally renowned
manufacturer of preserves, Wilkin & Sons
Ltd., at Tiptree in Essex. Peter Wilkin,
the current Chairman, is a liveryman of the

Clothworkers’ Hall will be the
unfamiliar location (for many) for this
year’s Summer Court Dinner to be held
on Tuesday 17 July. This occasion is
ideally suited for partners and friends and
although a formal dinner, has a more
relaxed ambience. Details will be issued
well in advance.

Celebrate the City will be an event
arranged by the City of London
Corporation between Thursday 21 and
Sunday 24 June. Details are shown on
page 14. Fruiterers will be taking stalls in
the Guildhall Yard on Saturday 23 and we
are seeking volunteers to assist. Details will
be issued shortly.
The Election of Sheriffs will take place
at the Guildhall on Monday 25 June.
Eligible liverymen are summoned by a
precept issued by the Lord Mayor to attend
Common Hall on that day. You are
required to be seated by 11.45 a.m. but
admission is restricted to those with
security passes. These will be issued at
Starbucks Coffee House, on the north side
of Cheapside, between 10.45 and 11.15
on the day. Fruiterers, particularly those for
whom this may be the first opportunity to
vote, are encouraged to attend with their
Sponsor. This is a grand opportunity to
witness one of the most historic events in
the City’s calendar, firsthand. Well worth
the effort!
Detling, the permanent site for the
Kent Show, will be staging the Cherry and
Soft Fruit Show between Friday 13 and
Sunday 15 July. Many Fruiterers are
growers and a visit is recommended to
view the amazing products that they
produce and to get an understanding of
the whole process. No official visit is being
organised but those wishing to attend
should make their way to Detling. Once
inside the Pavilion many recognisable and
friendly faces will be encountered.
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Summer Court Dinner at the
Clothworkers’ Hall

This year’s winner of the Garden of the
Year is Abbotsbury Sub-Tropical Garden
and the Company will visit on Wednesday
5 September. This is a popular event and
so early application is recommended when
the details are circulated.

Abbotsbury Sub-Tropical Gardens

OBITU ARY
Ray Jeffs, noted horticulturist
and philanthropist
Ray Jeffs, the well known horticulturist, passed away at the
Queenscourt Hospice, (a centre that he had energetically supported from its
inception), in his home town of Southport on Saturday 3rd March. Ray who was born
on the 10th March 1925 had an interesting career but is probably best known for the
development of L O Jeffs, a salad and vegetable production unit at Haskayne on the
Lancashire plain.
After a traditional primary and secondary education he entered Liverpool University to
read medicine, a programme that was interrupted by the outbreak of World
War II. He volunteered for the RN and after a year in minesweepers received
his commission and served on the Russian Convoys. Following VE day he
changed directions and studied to become a meteorological officer and
became a fellow of the Royal Meteorological Society.
He married his first wife Joan in January 1957 and they had two daughters
Pamela and Sheila. Joan passed away and eventually Ray remarried. He and
his second wife Betty lived together in Southport.
Ray was well known throughout his life for mentoring and supporting local
ventures for which he was awarded the MBE in the Millennium Honours List.
A luminary in the Masonic Movement he rose to prominence in the
Brotherhood.
He entered L O Jeffs, a company started by his father, which he oversaw
and managed taking it to greater commercial success. Haskayne became a
centre for horticultural excellence and the team was renowned for developing exciting new products. Ray
was the first to film wrap iceberg lettuce in the UK. The customer base included some household names
such as Marks & Spencer for whom the tomato Melrow was exclusively developed. The success of the
company did not go unnoticed and Ray decided to sell L O Jeffs to Northern Foods. In his retirement
he invested in a number of local businesses. We convey our sincerest sympathies to his family.

NEW FREEMEN
NEW LIVERYMEN
Max Justin Harcourt Bryant was clothed as a
New Liveryman at the St. Paul’s Day Court.
Max, originally an Apprentice, is son of
Past Master Henry Bryant.
Nerw Liveryman Max Bryant with his wife Fiona
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